After reading this chapter, students should be able to articulate:

- The importance of defining a profession's values.
- The difference between professional, general, personal, and rival values.
- Ranganathan's Five Laws of Library Science.
- ALA's Library Bill of Rights.
- ALA's Code of Ethics.

A point of conflict between two different sets of value. Their personal values. How their personal and professional values will inform their LIS practice.


Links (outside Open Library). No links yet. The Task Force has focused on how digitalization can support financing that meets the priorities of people it is intended to serve.

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a global, shared agenda for achieving peace and inclusive, sustainable prosperity by 2030. Â 2008, financial services are less trusted â€“ to do what is right â€“ than any other part of the business community,14 although most people trust banks to safeguard their money and their data.15 Most citizens distrust how governments use their money. Over half (57 percent) of the respondents of a multi-country survey say.